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Seat 14C: FULLY ALIVE
by Marilyn Hamilton
“You won’t believe what happened when our We-Space tapped into the Field of Evolutionary
Intelligence twenty years ago!! And it’s all because of your Human Hive!”
Alpha gazed at Omega’s palpable excitement. She felt a little overcome – even dismayed not to mention
disoriented. She had just arrived from SFO, expecting to report on her crazy tour, sharing the impact of
her new paradigm for the city in Tokyo, Shanghai, Moscow and Findhorn (of all places).
From the start, it had seemed far-fetched that she should be the medium through which the Field would
download the new operating system. And God knows she had argued with the Voice when it had
demanded her attention, “Look at the City”. “Not me, I’m not a city planner - I don’t do cities,” she had
resisted. But persistently, gently but firmly the Command had repeated, “Look at the City”. If she really
intended to live her vows of obedience and service to planetary wellbeing, she could not refuse and in
the end relinquished control to the Source. That was all that was needed to open doors, discover maps,
gain new eyes and even turn on the lights in Year 2000. She had released her whole being to the quest
of manifesting the new operating system for the city which came to be known through her as Integral
City or more colloquially the Human Hive.
Now she was facing another beginning. San Francisco had been her starting point for research into
science and spirituality. We shall not cease from exploration. And the end of all our exploring will be to
arrive where we started and know the place for the first time. Glimmers of anxiety replaced her usual
attraction to Eliot’s reflection, because it seemed the San Francisco where she now found herself had
made a quantum leap from the life she had left behind – how long ago? 2 weeks in her self-sense but
now apparently 20 years in a glocal awareness. Suddenly, gazing through the window greenery of
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Omega’s living building, she realized that she was grokking without hearing spoken words, what Omega
would say next. Omega’s intentions arose from some inner well of knowing, that Alpha could access
simply by opening to a synchronistic deep connection to a space-in-between them.
Omega blurted, “2037 is the We-Space Era you dreamed of. It turns out solving the hard problem was
not about physics. Certainly not about nations. Not even about cities. It was all about the space-inbetween us. All about Gaia’s own energy – aligned, cleaned up and turned on. My generation are living
the reality that humans are Gaia’s Reflective Organs – just like you and your Human Hive colleagues
argued. But it’s our consciousness that is organic. Not the biosphere or physiosphere. You never guessed
when you called us Indigo Kids, that we had woken up to the power of the universe and that we knew
we were instantaneously and non-locally connected. We refused to settle for any terms of existence less
than feeling fully alive. Feeling fully alive is what older generations have always craved but never
admitted to. You tried so many false roads from drugs to addictions to nukes. But you somehow missed
out on the power of integrating Inner Knowing with Evolutionary Intelligence. But us Indigos didn’t
know, that most people didn’t know what we knew as our natural way of being. So, we just tuned up
our systems so we resonated with each other, Life and the Universe in every way.”
“OMG!” Alpha exclaimed. “You were just a kid when I left. How did you find out that We-Space was a
name that barely conveys the magnificence of its function? And put it to use in such a short time?”
“When ANA Flight 008, disappeared everyone thought the North Koreans had shot you down. It played
right into their narrative of choosing a target that threatened Tokyo, Beijing, Moscow, Washington, New
York, London, Brussels – the whole world blamed the North Koreans for ANA 008. But there was no
nuclear evidence – no cloud, no radiation, no wreckage.
“The disappearance of the plane was a shock and a mystery that brought the world to the brink of global
war. But the North Koreans were so afraid of retaliation, that their military did 2 amazing things – they
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seized all North Korea’s communication systems, relayed a truce to the ROW and staged a coup that
overpowered KJU II.
“That happened so quickly and was confirmed so credibly by the military front-liners in bases around the
Pacific including the Americans, that Beijing, Seoul, Tokyo, Moscow and Washington delayed pressing
the red button just minutes long enough to avoid Armageddon.
“Us Indigos didn’t wait for governments to say, “never again” – we went into instant action to
intentionally disconnect the IT networks and the internet of information and things so it couldn’t
happen again. We speculated that ANA 008 had crossed some dark energy threshold and might reappear some day – but it wasn’t till today we had any proof. And we couldn’t wait for a definitive
answer. We trusted time would tell.
“We called a global congress of Indigos here in SFO via our links into the morphic field. Our first
agreement was to create an Order of Sacred Gaia where we could feel Fully Alive in service to all life on
Earth. We recognized We-Space cultural differences as an ecology of conscious expression that needed
technologies to align and support it. And we invited spiritual leaders to build on their efforts to identify
principles of Life that were large enough to hold us all while we manifested the tech-for-life at lightning
speed.
“Some leaders, like you, were on ANA 008, so in your absence, we honoured your wisdom, by inviting
followers who were enacting your work.”
“OMG,” Alpha sunk into the chair in Omega’s living room. “Who spoke for me and the operating system
of Integral Cities?”
“It was my mother, Metta. She was already attuned to your We-Space practice of the Human Hive Mind.
And she instantly knew that practice and metaphor was aligned with Life much more than the formal
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name of your Integral City OS. But, Metta spoke to the value and importance of all cities aligning their
consciousness and culture - as well as their systems and infrastructures - to all life on Earth. And so, the
Indigos came to refer to the fractal nature of your OS as the Human Hive Mind.” Omega paused. “That’s
why we don’t need words to communicate right now. That’s why you are one of the few people getting
off ANA 008 who doesn’t need to upgrade cell phone or computers. You already had the Inner
Intelligence of the Human Hive Mind to connect with me – and everyone else in the world of 2037.”
They both sensed Metta at the door and looked up as she entered the room. Tearfully she embraced
Alpha. “I never lost hope. I always sensed your presence continued after ANA 008 disappeared. You
have always felt alive in the Field – just invisible. Now you have returned to our visible world – welcome
home, to a far better place than you have ever known before.”
Metta took Alpha’s hand and lead her to the holotranscendor across the room. Alpha sensed Metta
calling forth the power of the We-Space as a holotrans of the Earth that emerged before them.
“Look now,” Metta said. “Gaia is thriving and flourishing in her new We-Space age. We know now, she
is a living exemplar in the universe of planets, of a thriving mature living system where human
contribution is able to reflect how magnificently Creation has evolved here especially in ourselves.”
“Is it really possible,” Alpha wondered, “that I can tune into Gaia’s awareness of all her evolutionary life?
That you and I now have complete awareness of her on a spiritual Cosmo-Bio-Anthropo-centric basis?”
“Yes!” Omega interjected. “A thriving Gaia has emerged because us Indigos broke through a threshold of
consciousness activation – totally triggered by the trans-global hyper-dissonance of the ANA 008/North
Korean crisis. We – really our We-Space - not only imagined solutions that never occurred to our
parents or older generations, we used the singularity (something you had all feared) of our special
energetic connection to one another and found a way to join in Gaia’s earth energy.
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“Remember the idea we had of what role Integral City could play as Gaia’s Reflective Organ?” asked
Metta. “Us Human Hive midwives opened up to be both local and global change activators. The Indigo
generation gamed the trivial mere fascination to contact each other energetically into a veritable local +
global (glocal) power. They honored that power as Collective Intelligence (CI). With good reason, these
Indigos are also known as Gen-CI – for their Collective Intelligence. CI enabled them to discover multiple
sustainability/resilience loops (like the bees had discovered). They used Collective Intelligences to
stabilize the world through consciousness and culture – and made sustainability and resilience a global
reality. (At the city scale we called it CI in IC). Omega tell us how you Indigos made such amazing
breakthroughs?”
The We-Space image on the holotranscendor shimmered as the three of them considered the miracle
that had transpired.
“We imagined that humans and human hives had to go beyond just the boundaries of the city and
connect themselves in eco-regions around the world. We integrated the relationship of cities and their
eco-regions into life systems at all scales and Gaia as a whole. We have had twenty years now where all
the life systems of the Human Hive have been recalibrated through a new generational cycle of WeSpace. We accelerated a species’ non-linear evolutionary shift, by translating a global intention into lifegiving goals that are in service to a holarchy of life – on every scale – personal, family, friends, work
places, organizations, sectors, neighborhoods, communities, cities, eco-regions and Gaia.”
Alpha sensed in the core of her being and in the space-in-between, a deeper reality had emerged from
the power of the Indigos to imagine and create new conditions for enlivening habitats on earth. She
could feel how it had allowed consciousness to develop in new ways, even as it was amplifying her sense
of “I” and “We” simultaneously. Metta admitted, “In 2017 before the ANA 008 mysterious
disappearance, we knew the steps, stages and lines of basic human development, but after facing the
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crisis with life-giving strategies, new capacities blossomed. Omega and her Indigos guided the human
species to recalibrate and accelerate whole lineages, cultures and societies so we became mutually
sustainable – even and especially breaking political stereotypes into new systems of governance.”
“We agreed that SFO would become the center where the Principles of Life would be held for the good
of all Life.” Omega explained.
“The Indigos founded natural self-organizing capacities of environment, economy, technology, society
and culture.” Metta added. “The roots for those new strategies were discovered in human DNA but with
special epigenetic adaptations in the DNA of the Gen-CI’s.
“In fact, the Spirit of Gaia sparked the spirit of Gen-CI’s who grokked and knew at very early ages, that
they had the power to access this energy to achieve new life-giving realities. It is truly amazing that they
had courage to not just dance with positives but walk into the middle of shadow and turn it inside out
(like the warriors of the Sacred Gaia that they were and are). When you think about how close we came
to killing our Mother Gaia, it is truly humbling to realize how Gen-CI’s actually lit up the shadow that
threatened all life on Earth. Gaian history will forever be in debt to the Gen-CI’s for releasing vitality that
brought light to the deepest shadows and transformed them into new capacities that are still releasing
energy as the ancient blocks, that divided consciousness and culture, dissolve and trauma is released.
“Alpha – it was you who guided us from both science and spiritualty to imagine Gaia has Reflective
Organs in the human species (GRO) – especially her cities.” Metta reminisced, “You asked us to imagine
Gaia’s Reflective Organs (as Individual and Collective Intelligences) could face the trauma and
obstructions in Gaia’s body. You said, if the human species is Gaia’s Reflective Organ then part of our
work as reflective beings is to find and release that which is blocked. Imagine how amazed we were that
the CI’s totally accepted the deep – some said Shamanic - insights about trauma, and that these
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shadows, and dark energy were really diamonds in the Deep Earth. The CI’s gained the capacities to
release this arrested energy and find the flow of Life that is now normal practice in 2037.”
Softly, Alpha murmured, “I remember being so certain that reflection is the essence of our species. We
are conscious of our consciousness and able to think in systems, able to follow matter, information,
energy – in their flows and blocks. Reflection follows feedback loops, so that as the systems become
open, the organ can function more fully. Back in 2017 we thought darkly and were limited to ego and
family and work scale. Many feared that the stretch into thinking beyond the scale of self, into self and
family and organizations was too challenging ever to integrate into the Integral City’s or Gaia’s systems.
But I see that Omega and her Gen CI’s took off the blinders and the veils have fallen away. Now I can’t
believe everything we in the IC Community of Practice taught and hoped for about the magnificence of
We-Space has come true. When I look around this San Francisco 2037, I see her human hive is a vibrant,
alive system. Because of your dedication Metta and your action Omega, we can stand here and
holotranscendentally sense all of Gaia and see how our city systems have become a meta-system of
reflection that serves life across Gaia.”
“Yes, Alpha,” Omega hugged her. “Your human hive concept of the city was organic - a valuable life
system, that could not only bring new concepts to design and build Integral Cities on earth – but held
the principles for space colonies. We have solved dangers of climate change (both from over-heating
and freezing) and we have also been to the Moon and Mars! That’s where we have transnational hubs
that are supplying new resources for life on earth and new launch pads for exploring the universe. You
and your friends were the ones, who dared us to really wake up and notice what needed to happen for
our species to survive, adapt and regenerate. And when you disappeared, everyone felt the pressure to
“get with the program” of living FULLY ALIVE.”
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“What a story!” exclaimed Alpha embracing Metta and Omega. “I remember way back in the Year 2000
when we thought the lights of the world’s cities would go out because of under-designing our software
systems. But, when lights came on in the first city after midnight and spread around the world, it was
one of the first times we realized how truly our cities are a set of reflective organs, visible from space;
lighting us up as individuals and species in service to all life on our sacred planet.
“Now through some kind of Grace I have been transported into the future where I see Gaia is truly
thriving. Thanks to you both, we have carried our reflective capacities off Gaia and discovered we are in
a dance of inner and outer, individual and collective, evolutionary awareness. You and your Gen-CI’s
have enabled us to become a really intelligent species with deep respect for cosmo-bio-anthropo-centric
life.
“Thanks to you, I feel flight ANA 008 has returned me to the early awakenings of the Human Hive – but
with such potency in the We-Space, I never dared imagine. The quality of the space-in-between us
resonates with the Principles of Life to grow Gaia’s Reflective Organs so that they honor all life and at
the same time make us feel FULLY ALIVE! I am so grateful to have arrived home.”
~~~
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